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1

Purpose of Report

1.1

To review the street market trial held in Cannock Town Centre and to evaluate
its impact.

1.2

To provide options for consideration in respect of the future of the street
market in Cannock Town Centre.

2

Recommendations

2.1

That Cabinet reviews the information provided concerning the street market
trial and determines the preferred option from the options set out at paragraph
5.26 and summarised as:
Option 1 – Cease to run a street market
Option 2 – Continue with a weekly street market
Option 3 – Continue with a regular street market but on a less frequent basis
than weekly, say every two or four weeks.

2.2

2.3

That, if either option 2 or 3 is approved, Cabinet authorises the Corporate
Director in consultation with the Portfolio Leader for Town Centre
Regeneration to:
(a)

Agree terms for and undertake a competitive exercise to appoint a
market operator, and;

(b)

Agree arrangements to extend the existing street market trial in
Cannock Town Centre until a competitive exercise has been completed
and a street market operator appointed.

That, if either option 2 or 3 is approved, Cabinet considers authorising the
Corporate Director to commission a report on potential actions to support
Cannock Indoor Market in consultation with the indoor market traders.

ITEM NO. 24.2
2.4

That, if either option 2 or 3 is approved, a budget of around £15,000 is made
available from existing resources to implement the recommendations in 2.2
and 2.3 above

3

Key Issues and Reasons for Recommendation

3.1

Bescot Promotions, who operate markets in Walsall, Wednesbury and
Halesowen have been operating a weekly street market in Cannock Town
Centre on a trial basis since the end of November 2013. The trial, endorsed by
Cabinet on 19th December 2013, was considered worthy of support in the
hope that the introduction of a well run street market would add vibrancy and
value to the Town Centre. The aim was to complement existing retail activities
within the Town Centre and to increase footfall for the benefit of all Town
Centre businesses. At the end of the trial the market was to be assessed to
judge whether or not it had achieved the aims of making the town centre more
attractive to shoppers.

3.2

The street market trial has now been in operation for a period of 7 months.
Section 5 below evaluates the trial through the views of Cannock indoor
market traders; the Retail Group who were commissioned to undertake an
independent review of the impact of the street market on the town centre;
Bescot Promotions; and other stakeholders and members of the public. The
report also looks at car park ticket sales data from the Beecroft Road car park,
and footfall data from Market Hall Street to assess the impact on visitors to the
town centre.

3.3

Overall, the street market appears to have had a positive impact on the vitality
of the town centre. The results of the Retail Group’s surveys suggest that the
majority of retailers consider the market to have had a neutral to positive effect
on their business; and the shoppers’ survey demonstrates overwhelming
support for the street market. The benefits of the street market are summed up
in the Retail Croups conclusions: ‘The Friday street market is an asset for
Cannock Town Centre. Customers like it, they use it regularly, they are even
coming to Cannock because of it.’

3.4

However, the positive impact of the street market has not been so great as to
reverse the decline in visitors to the town centre experienced since the
recession. Despite the town centre appearing ‘busier’ on Fridays, car park
ticket sales are down compared to the same period last year albeit that the
Friday ticket sales are down marginally less than Tuesdays which have
traditionally been the town centre’s busiest weekday. Footfall in Market Hall
Street is also down compared to last year but here there is a more marked
difference with footfall being down significantly less on Fridays compared to
Tuesdays. It may be that more shoppers have started to come into Cannock
on Friday’s attracted by the market or it may be that shoppers have simply
changed the day they come into Cannock to coincide with the street market.
Either way, shoppers are responding positively to the street market.
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3.5

The greatest negative impact of the street market is on the Council’s indoor
market. Whilst the shopper survey data from the Retail Group suggests that
shoppers’ habits have not changed greatly in respect of the indoor market, the
traders’ evidence shows a clear impact on customers and takings. It appears
that shoppers ‘market goods expenditure’ is being attracted to the street
market rather than the indoor market. The view of the Retail Group is that the
appearance, vibrancy and excitement of the street market has exposed the
poor environment and ‘retail offer’ provided by the indoor market. The view of
the indoor traders is that the competition posed by the street market is a
serious challenge to the future viability of the indoor market. Cabinet must
consider if they agree with this view and if they do is the response closure of
the street market or investment to improve the offer of the indoor market. The
Retail Group report provides their view of the weaknesses of the indoor
market.

3.6

Because the evaluation data is mixed, the report identifies three options for
Cabinet to consider. The first is to close the street market; the second is to
continue with a weekly street market and the third is to continue with a regular
street market but on a less frequent basis than weekly.

3.7

The report recommends that Cabinet should consider if any option to continue
with a street market should be accompanied by additional investment to
improve the attractiveness of the indoor market and better integrate it with the
street market. If options 2 or 3 are preferred it is recommended that this is the
subject of a further report to Cabinet. It is estimated that funding of around
£10,000 would be required to assess improvement options for the indoor
market. If Cabinet are minded to support this recommendation, it could be
funded from existing budgets including the High Street Innovation Fund and
the markets promotion budget.

3.8

In considering option 3 - continuing with a regular street market but on a less
frequent basis than weekly – the report notes that both Bescot Promotions and
the Retail Group have reservations that this would result in a different type of
market which may not achieve the vitality that the weekly market appears to
generate. The potential benefits of reduced competition with the existing
retailers and the indoor market, comes at the risk of diluting a street market
product which appears to be understandable and attractive to shoppers.

3.9

Finally, if Cabinet wish to continue with a street market it will be necessary to
review opening up the opportunity to other market operators. It will also be
necessary to ensure that the regulatory basis for operating a street market is
suitable for a longer term market. This may require a separate report to
Cabinet. In the interim it is recommended that authority is given to be able to
extend the arrangement with Bescot Promotions, should Cabinet be minded to
do so.

4

Relationship to Corporate Priorities

ITEM NO. 24.4
4.1

This report supports the Council’s Corporate Priorities in that it considers
actions which may improve the viability and vitality of Cannock Town Centre.

5

Report Detail

5.1

Following the publication of the Mary Portas report on the future of the high
street, Cabinet endorsed the implementation of a weekly street market in
Cannock Town Centre for a trial period of 6 months. It was hoped that the
introduction of a well run street market would add vibrancy and value to the
Town Centre, complement existing retail activities within the Town Centre and
increase footfall for the benefit of all Town Centre businesses.
Terms were agreed with an established market operator Bescot Promotions to
run a street market in Market Place and Market Hall Street every Friday for the
trial period. At the end of the trial the market was to be assessed to judge
whether or not it had achieved the aims of making the town centre more
attractive to shoppers. The terms of the street market trial are attached at
Appendix 1.
Terms of the Trial

5.2

There are a small number of existing licensed street traders that operate in the
Town Centre on a Friday. Bescot Promotions have accommodated such street
traders during the street market trial amongst the liveried Bescot Promotions
stalls.

5.3

The Council has not received any income from Bescot Promotions during the
term of the trial other than £22.00 per market day for a street trading licence in
accordance with the Council’s street trading policy. This was to give the street
market every chance of achieving the Council’s objectives by enabling Bescot
to invest income received in promoting the market.

5.4

It was a term of the street market trial that Bescot Promotions were to
promote the street market to the public on a regular basis and to agree the
promotion with the Council beforehand. Following complaints from indoor
market traders in respect of the adverse affect the street market has had on
their takings Bescot Promotions have produced signage to advertise both the
indoor and the street market. The decision to locate stalls up Market Hall
Street and in Littleton Square was also intended to connect the indoor and the
street markets with the aim of drawing the public to the indoor market.

5.5

In support of the Council’s existing traders it was a term of the street market
trial that Bescot Promotions offer stalls to traders nominated by the Council at
nil cost to the trader. All of the indoor market traders were made aware prior to
the beginning of the trial that the Council would pay for them to take a stall (of
any size they required) on the street market for the term of the trial. Initially
two indoor traders took advantage of the Council’s offer, however this dropped
to just one trader within a few weeks and this has been the case for most of
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the trial. Another indoor trader and one of the Prince of Wales market traders
have recently taken up the Council’s offer and for the past few weeks the
Council has incurred the cost of three stalls for existing traders at £20 per stall
per market day. The Prince of Wales market trader takes a double stall at a
cost to the Council of £40 per market day.
5.6

One of the main terms of the market trial was to achieve a mix of a minimum
50% specialist/craft stalls and 50% general market. Bescot proposed a
minimum of 30 stalls to trade initially building up during the trial period to a
target of 50 stalls. The objective behind the proposed mix of stalls was to
create a street market with a different retail offer to the existing Town Centre
retailers and indoor market traders. It was acknowledged however that an
entirely specialist/craft market is unlikely to be sustainable as a regular market
in Cannock town centre.

5.7

The target mix has proved challenging for Bescot Promotions to achieve
within the 6 month trial period with the split between craft/specialist stalls and
general stalls being on average closer to 30/70. This has caused difficulties for
the existing indoor market traders who consider that the additional general
stalls generate competition for them in excess of the level of competition they
were expecting when the street market trial was approved.
Impact on the Indoor Market

5.8

The indoor market traders have submitted a petition to the Council with circa
1600 signatures on it stating “I pledge to support my local, Cannock Indoor
Market Traders, to maintain business as normal”. The covering letter
accompanying the petition states that the petition is “also in support of the
traders’ opposition to the Friday Street Market”. As the wording of the petition
does not match the statement in the covering letter it is not possible to know
whether or not any of the signatories to the petition object to the street
market. There are also some irregularities with and duplication of the
signatures. The front page of the petition and the covering letter are attached
as Appendix 2

5.9

The indoor market traders were asked to contribute to the evaluation of the
street market and they have submitted a letter of objection, attached as
Appendix 3. A schedule attached to the indoor traders’ letter lists 44 indoor
market stalls. Traders from 40 of those stalls have provided information
regarding the effect on their Friday takings that they attribute to the street
market trial. Of the 40 traders who supplied information 9 traders have
experienced no reduction in their takings since the street market trial
commenced. Of the 31 traders who have experienced a loss, the average drop
in takings on a Friday is 25.8% with actual percentage losses quoted ranging
from 5% up to one existing trader quoting a loss of 90%.

5.10

The indoor traders express concern that just under half of the trades in the
indoor market are duplicated on the street market. The indoor traders view this
as unfair competition. The indoor market traders’ letter also asserts that 3
traders have left the indoor market since the commencement of the street
market trial. Whilst this is true, from the information given by the traders who
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have left to the Council’s Markets Officer it is not possible to identify the street
market trial as the reason for them leaving.
5.11

The performance of the indoor market has been strong over recent years. The
stall occupancy level has achieved an average of some 90% over the last 12
months. There has been no noticeable increase in rental arrears in respect of
the indoor market since the street market trial commenced. However the
indoor market traders consider the street market to be a significant threat to
the viability of their businesses and to the future of the indoor market and they
ask that the Council cease the street market.
Impact on Town Centre Visitor Numbers

5.12

Evidence has been collected in respect of footfall figures in the Town Centre
from the commencement of the trial at the end of November 2013 to the end of
April 2014. These figures were compared to the same period 12 months
earlier. A similar exercise was undertaken in respect of ticket sales on
Beecroft Road shoppers’ car park up until the end of May14.

5.13

One of the aims of the street market is to increase visitors and footfall to the
town centre. The context for this is that car park usage and footfall has been in
decline since the recession. Total car park sales figures in respect of three
Cannock Town Centre shoppers car parks indicate that visitor numbers have
dropped year on year since 2010 though the rate of decline had reduced by
the end of financial year 2013/14.The general perception of stakeholders is
that the Town Centre is busier since the street market has been trading,
however, the figures do not evidence that the street market has reversed the
decline in visitors to the town centre experienced over recent years. Both car
park ticket sales (Beecroft road car park) and Town Centre footfall figures
(provided for Market Hall Street by Cannock Shopping Centre) indicate a
reduced number of visitors to Cannock during the term of the street market
trial in comparison to the previous year. Footfall on a Friday is down by an
average of 5.4% compared to the previous year. However, this is not as great
a decline as for Tuesdays when footfall numbers are on average 7.8% lower
than the previous year. The car park ticket sales figures show a similar trend.
On a Friday ticket sales have been on average 3.6% less during the trial
period than the previous year and 3.9% lower on a Tuesday. Car park and
footfall data are attached at Appendix 4.
Independent Assessment

5.14

The Council recently commissioned the Retail Group, an independent markets
industry consultancy to undertake a review of Cannock Town Centre, its offer
and the appeal to various customer groups. As part of its town centre study
the Retail Group looked at the Friday street market and the existing indoor
market. Their report is attached at Appendix 5.

5.15

In addition to providing a commentary on both the indoor and street markets,
The Retail Group surveyed 24 retailers in Cannock Town Centre.
Respondents included multiples and independents and traded in all main parts
of the Town Centre. 16 of the 24 respondents felt that the Friday street market
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was a benefit to the Town Centre either through generating more visits or new
shoppers.
5.16

The 24 retailers surveyed were also asked about the effect the street market
has on their Friday business. Most (11) said that Fridays were the same, 9 felt
Fridays were busier and 3 that Fridays were quieter (there was 1 “no
response”). The open ended comments included in the survey by the retailers
were in the main positive with only two negative comments.

5.17

The Retail Group also undertook a shopper survey on a Friday when the street
market was trading. The survey was limited to six questions and a target of
300 shoppers in order to produce a robust dataset. The shoppers’ survey
produced the following findings:

5.18

>

82% of shoppers surveyed use the street market regularly

>

76% of shoppers surveyed like the Friday street market

>

27% of shoppers surveyed come to Cannock because of the street
market

>

Negative comments were expressed by less than 5% of shoppers
surveyed.

>

Over two thirds of shoppers surveyed said that their use of the indoor
market has stayed the same since the street market trial commenced.
18% of shoppers surveyed don’t use the indoor market anyway.
10% are visiting the indoor market less and 4% visit it more.

>

84% of shoppers surveyed said that they would like the street market to
stay. 11% didn’t have an opinion and 5% said “don’t keep the market”.

The Retail Group’s conclusions from their review are:
(i)

The Friday street market is an asset for Cannock Town Centre.
Customers like it, they use it regularly, they are even coming to
Cannock because of it.

(ii)

Customers would overwhelmingly like the Friday street market to
continue to trade in the town centre, they like the range of stalls, the
variety, new products and the quality;

(iii)

Retailers on balance see the Friday street market as a benefit to the
town, with more visits and more customers coming into the Town
Centre;

(iv)

The greatest impact of the Friday street market on the indoor market is
that it serves to highlight the weaknesses and issues of the current
indoor market offer;

(v)

The Friday street market is vibrant, active, contemporary, engaging with
shoppers, has a convenience and a food bias. The indoor market is not
any of the above;

(vi)

The indoor market is suffering a (reported and anecdotally) decline in
performance due to its disconnect with the Cannock shopper base. The
previous Retail Group study in 2008/9 identified that only half of
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Cannock shoppers used the indoor market regularly; this remains the
case. Circa 25% still do not ever use the indoor market;
(vii)

The indoor market feels inward looking, traders do not appear to have
embraced the Friday street market; they are not using the Friday street
market as a “window opportunity”;

(viii)

It is likely that the Friday street market is having a revenue impact on
the indoor market; however the indoor traders are not seizing the
opportunity to attract more of the growing Cannock “market shopper”
into their indoor market area.

(ix)

Equally the Friday street market could be more proactively driving
customers into the indoor market through organised routing, signage
and co-ordinated promotional activity. Both markets could prosper
through a collective approach.

(x)

The key to improving the performance of the indoor market is not in
preventing or ceasing the Friday street market. It is in improving the
customer appeal and shopper experience of the indoor market.

Other Opinions
5.19

In addition to the report of The Retail Group the Council has also received, or
been made aware of, other opinion regarding the street market. This includes:
•

An unsolicited compliment on the Council’s website from a member of
public in praise of the street market;

•

Comments in support of the street market on a public website called
ConnectCannock.co.uk. Postings on the website are overwhelmingly in
favour of the outdoor market but there is also some criticism regarding
the indoor market’s lack of appeal.

•

Cannock Shopping Centre has forwarded an objection to the street
market on behalf of one of the Centre’s shop tenants who considers
that its trade is 6.5% down on the previous year.

•

Cannock Traders Association has expressed general concern about the
impact of a regular street market on retailers in the Town Centre and
especially the indoor market traders.

•

Ten indoor market traders have sent letters to Members objecting to the
street market.

•

Two letters have been received from members of the public objecting to
the street market and in support of the indoor market.

Views of the Street Market Operator
5.20

Bescot Promotions have undertaken their own review of the street market and
have produced a report (attached at Appendix 6) setting out their conclusions
regarding the trial and proposals for the future should Cabinet decide to
continue with a street market. On the whole Bescot view the street market trial
as a success and would be keen to secure appointment as the permanent
street market operator should Cabinet decide to continue with a street market.
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5.21

Bescot Promotions report acknowledges the difficulties they have encountered
in seeking to achieve the 50/50 split between craft/specialist stalls and general
stalls. They are confident that they are moving closer to the required number
of craft/specialist stalls (including food) and say they have recently drawn
quality traders to Cannock from more established markets in the Midlands, like
Ludlow, Bridgnorth, Dawley and Donnington. The Retail Group advice is that
the target of 50% for craft/specialist/food is a tough target for a weekly market.
However hot food and street food is a growth area on many markets and this
should help the operator. The Retail Group also suggested that it might also
be worth adding “artisan/self produced” into the ‘specialist’ user description
target if the street market is to continue.

5.22

If Cabinet decide to approve the continuation of a street market in Cannock
Bescot have advised that, should they be the appointed operator, they would
invest their company money into the town by way of:
(a)

Liveried canopies up Market Hall Street incorporating signage to draw
people to the indoor market. They consider it would brighten up the
street, add further professionalism to the market and could be
incorporated into tourist literature making the Friday indoor and outdoor
market a major weekly event which other events can be built around;

(b)

The bandstand near Barclays Bank should be a major feature and,
whilst set on a slope, Bescot Promotions think that they could build
market stalls in the Bescot livery that would fit around the bandstand
and where they would add some smaller artisan stalls to create a small
craft section to the market. They propose to offer these stalls at
discounted prices to help new young business get established in
Cannock. Bescot Promotions state they would want to work with the
Chamber of Commerce and business partners to help support
businesses in the Town.

(c)

A 12 week advertising campaign on Cannock Free radio advertising
both indoor and outdoor markets on a Friday. The advertising campaign
would be at Bescot Promotions’ expense. Bescot Promotions advise
that their market research is that people still don’t realise how big both
markets now are and still head towards Stafford, Shrewsbury or Telford
to spend their money rather than in Cannock.

5.23

Bescot Promotions were asked to comment on the possibility of a less
frequent street market which could be an option for the Council if it was
considered that this would have a less detrimental effect on existing traders
and the indoor market. They expressed concerns about whether street market
traders that have been operating in Cannock on a weekly basis would be
interested in taking a pitch on a less frequent basis as it would mean that they
would have to find an alternative income source on Fridays when Cannock
street market was not on. It is possible that Cannock would lose those
traders that find a weekly pitch elsewhere.

5.24

The Retail Group was also asked for its views on a less frequent street
market and made the following comments:
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“reducing the frequency will result in a different mix of traders, and
possibly reduced performance in the town centre, less footfall etc whilst
shoppers wait for the visiting market to arrive.
We would recommend keeping the Street Market as a weekly event; the need
is to help the Indoor traders use it as a positive”.
5.25

One of the objectives of the street market trial was to improve the vitality of
Cannock Town Centre. It is questionable whether a less frequent market could
sustain the momentum that the weekly street market is building up.
Options

5.26

In considering the evaluation information from all sources, three options have
been identified for Cabinet.
Option 1
Cease to run a street market.
If this option is chosen it will be necessary to allow Bescot Promotions a short
period of time to arrange pitches on alternative markets for the existing traders
that attend the Friday street market trial. It is proposed therefore that the street
market would continue to operate until the end of July.
Option 2
Continue with a weekly street market.
If this option is chosen it will be necessary to tender the opportunity to other
market operators and ensure that the regulatory basis for operating a street
market is suitable for a permanent rather than a temporary market. This may
require a separate report to Cabinet. In the interim Cabinet should consider if
the arrangement with Bescot Promotions should be extended to maintain a
Friday street market in Cannock Town Centre.
Option 3
Continue with a regular street market but on a less frequent basis than
weekly, say every two or four weeks.
If this option is chosen, as with option 2, it will be necessary to tender the
opportunity and review the regulatory basis for operation. Cabinet should
consider if they wish to seek to amend and extend the existing arrangement
with Bescot Promotions or cease the street market pending the new tender.

5.27

Due to the impact of the street market trial on the Council’s indoor market,
Cabinet should consider if any option to continue with a street market should
be accompanied by additional investment to improve the attractiveness of the
indoor market and better integrate it with the street market. If options 2 or 3
are preferred it is recommended that this is the subject of a further report to
Cabinet.
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5.29

Cabinet are asked to determine the preferred option from the three options set
out above.

6

Implications

6.1

Financial
A previous report was considered by Cabinet on 19th December 2013 which
gave approval for £5,000 of High Street Innovation money to be used to
reimburse Bescot Promotions for free stalls offered to traders nominated by
the Council. However, the cost of the free stalls in 2013-14 was contained
within existing budgets.
Presently the Council is not incurring any other costs relating to the operation
of the weekly street market, these are met by Bescot Promotions; however the
Council does receive a licence fee of £22 for each “street market” day”.
If Cabinet makes the decision to cease to run a weekly street market then
there are no further financial implications for the Council as a result of this
report.
Should Cabinet decide to approve option 2 or 3 - either to continue with a
weekly or less frequent street Market - then there will an estimated additional
cost to the Council of around £10,000 for which there is currently no approved
budget. This is estimated to cover the costs of:
a)

Agreeing terms for and undertaking a competitive tendering exercise to
appoint a “Street Market Operator” on a long term basis;

b)

Appointing the “Retail Group” to produce an Action Plan to increase the
attractiveness of the Indoor Market to the public.

The Corporate Director and the portfolio Leader for Town Centre
Regeneration are suggesting that a further £10,000 of the High Street
Innovation Fund is allocated in addition to the £5,000 previously allocated by
Cabinet on 19th December 2013 to meet the estimated costs.
6.2

Legal
Schedule 4, section 7 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1982 gives the Council the power to authorise street trading on consent
streets in the district. Such consents can include permission to trade from a
portable stall Section 9 includes the power for the council to charge such fees
as it considers reasonable for the grant or renewal of consents. Consents can
be granted for up to 12 months at a time.
The Food Act 1984 provides the Council with the power to authorise new
statutory markets in its district along with the power to make such charges as it
determines.
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6.3

Human Resources
None

6.4

Section 17 (Crime Prevention)
None

6.5

Human Rights Act
None

6.6

Data Protection
None

6.7

Risk Management
None

6.8

Equality & Diversity
The Council will be expected to apply its Equality and Diversity policies to the
operation of a street market.

6.9

Best Value
None

7

Appendices to the Report
Appendix 1

Cannock street market trial – licence terms

Appendix 2

Indoor market traders petition front page and letter

Appendix 3

Indoor market traders letter and schedule of losses

Appendix 4

Car park ticket sales and footfall data

Appendix 5

The Retail Group review

Appendix 6

Bescot Promotions review

Previous Consideration
Trial Street Market in
Cannock Town Centre

Background Papers

Cabinet

19th December 2013

ITEM 24.13

ITEM 24.14

ITEM 24.15

ITEM 24.16

ITEM NO. 24.17

ITEM NO. 24.18

ITEM NO. 24.
APPENDIX 4

Cannock TC Footfall Figures provided by Cannock Shopping Centre

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 04.11.13
8016
8611

w/c 05.11.12
8823
9602

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 11.11.13
8530
12163

w/c 12.11.12
10288
13022

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 18.11.13
8317
9527

w/c 19.11.12
10080
11640

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 25.11.13
8420
10275

w/c 26.11.12
7812
13330

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 02.12.13
9286
10063

w/c 03.12.12
8315
8844

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 09.12.13
9456
10429

w/c 10.12.12
8653
7755

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 16.12.13
10107
12905

w/c 17.12.12
10335
13634

w/c 23.12.13
12228
9920

w/c 24.12.12

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 30.12.13
8492
8760

w/c 31.12.12

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 06.01.14

w/c 07.01.13

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 13.01.14
7746
8789

w/c 14.01.13
8372
9620

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 20.01.14
7337
8779

w/c 21.01.13
7956
3698

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 27.01.14
7539
7838

w/c 28.01.13
7190
8390

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 03.02.14
7598
7832

w/c 04.02.13
8369
9732

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 10.02.14
7962
8851

w/c 11.02.13
7653
9275

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 17.02.14
6071
7993

w/c 18.02.14
8794
9525

61
10003

447
8790

Tuesday
Friday
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Tuesday
Friday

w/c 24.02.14
7749
9262

w/c 25.02.13
8225
9746

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 03.03.14
8055
8967

w/c 04.03.13
9177
9112

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 10.03.14
7882
9198

w/c 11.03.13
8015
8682

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 17.03.14
7390
9088

w/c 18.03.13
8598
6821

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 24.03.14
6949
10246

w/c 25.03.13
8345
10800

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 31.03.14
7864
8783

w/c 01.04.13
11039
9943

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 07.04.14
7845
9313

w/c 08.04.13
9035
9779

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 14.04.14
8167
8465

w/c 15.04.13
8249
9323

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 21.04.14
8401
8514

w/c 22.04.13
8713
9686

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 28.04.14
7947
9844

w/c 29.04.13
9005
10030

Tuesday
Friday

w/c 05.05.14
8264
8702

w/c 06.05.13
9082
9220

Tuesday

w/c 12.05.14
7690

w/c 13.05.13
7971
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Footfall Figures for Cannock Town Centre
Note: the percentage figures are in comparison to the same week of the previous year
Friday
Tuesday

Average 5.37% down on previous year
Average 7.86% down on previous year
Friday
% UP

w/c
04.11.13
11.11.13
18.11.13
25.11.13
02.12.13
09.12.13
16.12.13
23.12.13
31.12.13
06.01.14
13.01.14
20.01.14
27.01.14
03.02.14
10.02.14
17.02.14
24.02.14
03.03.14
10.03.14
17.03.14
24.03.14
31.03.14
07.04.14
14.04.14
21.04.14
28.04.14
05.05.14

Notes
% DOWN
10
7
20
23
12
25

58

5
0.8 no street market
0.3
8.6
poor weather in 2013?
6.6
19.5
4.6
16
33.5
5
1.6

6
25
5
11.6
4.8
9.2 Good Friday
12
1.8
5.6

Tuesday
Notes
% UP
% DOWN
9.1
17
17
7
10
8.5
2
99.5
95

Xmas day in 2012
NYD in 2013
7.5
7.8

4.6
9.2
4
31
11.3
5.8
12
1.7
14
17
30
13
1
3.6
11.7
9
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Beecroft Road car park - Ticket Sales
Tuesdays

Ticket Sales

Fridays

Ticket Sales

Saturdays

Ticket Sales

31/10/2012
06/11/2012
13/11/2012
20/11/2012
27/11/2012
04/12/2012
11/12/2012
18/12/2012
25/12/2012
01/01/2013
08/01/2013
15/01/2013
22/01/2013
29/01/2013
05/02/2013
12/02/2013
19/02/2013
26/02/2013
05/03/2013
12/03/2013
19/03/2013
26/03/2013
02/04/2013
09/04/2013
16/04/2013
23/04/2013
30/04/2013
07/05/2013
14/05/2013
21/05/2013
28/05/2013
04/06/2013
11/06/2013
18/06/2013
25/06/2013
02/07/2013
09/07/2013
16/07/2013
23/07/2013
30/07/2013
06/08/2013
13/08/2013
20/08/2013
27/08/2013
03/09/2013
10/09/2013
17/09/2013
24/09/2013
01/10/2013

964
1020
1050
1007
1031
1096
1077
1235
0
3
951
945
641
998
871
1001
918
969
999
943
1021
980
1147
982
995
995
1003
1018
993
878
912
932
706
925
900
978
979
907
896
1026
996
932
941
1128
1050
968
988
964
992

02/11/2012
09/11/2012
16/11/2012
23/11/2012
30/11/2012
07/12/2012
14/12/2012
21/12/2012
28/12/2012
04/01/2013
11/01/2013
18/01/2013
25/01/2013
01/02/2013
08/02/2013
15/02/2013
22/02/2013
01/03/2013
08/03/2013
15/03/2013
22/03/2013
29/03/2013
05/04/2013
12/04/2013
19/04/2013
26/04/2013
03/05/2013
10/05/2013
17/05/2013
24/05/2013
31/05/2013
07/06/2013
14/06/2013
21/06/2013
28/06/2013
05/07/2013
12/07/2013
19/07/2013
26/07/2013
02/08/2013
09/08/2013
16/08/2013
23/08/2013
30/08/2013
06/09/2013
13/09/2013
20/09/2013
27/09/2013
04/10/2013

1120
1057
1139
1115
1210
1166
1164
1369
1083
1045
1172
195
927
1054
1061
1040
1005
1087
1151
1056
645
338
1072
1118
1029
1116
1098
1104
1052
1006
1020
984
1077
1033
1089
986
1021
1036
1035
973
1044
1023
1072
1145
1074
987
1015
1082
1038

03/11/2012
10/11/2012
17/11/2012
24/11/2012
01/12/2012
08/12/2012
15/12/2012
22/12/2012
29/12/2012
05/01/2013
12/01/2013
19/01/2013
26/01/2013
02/02/2013
09/02/2013
16/02/2013
23/02/2013
02/03/2013
09/03/2013
16/03/2013
23/03/2013
30/03/2013
06/04/2013
13/04/2013
20/04/2013
27/04/2013
04/05/2013
11/05/2014
18/05/2014
25/05/2014
01/06/2013
08/06/2013
15/06/2013
22/06/2013
29/06/2013
06/07/2013
13/07/2013
20/07/2013
27/07/2013
03/08/2013
10/08/2013
17/08/2013
24/08/2013
31/08/2013
07/09/2013
14/09/2013
21/09/2013
28/09/2013
05/10/2013

1086
1176
1120
1093
1195
1234
398
300
932
1216
1174
478
1044
1141
1130
985
984
1176
1365
1096
372
1149
1030
1003
1016
1119
1040
1095
1045
973
997
1013
1132
1066
1057
898
1013
974
919
993
901
969
1026
1052
1018
997
965
1058
1086
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08/10/2013
15/10/2013
22/10/2013
29/10/2013
05/11/2013
12/11/2013
19/11/2013
26/11/2013
03/12/2013
10/12/2013
17/12/2013
24/12/2013
31/12/2013
07/01/2014
14/01/2014
21/01/2014
28/01/2014
04/02/2014
11/02/2014
18/02/2014
25/02/2014
04/03/2014
11/03/2014
18/03/2014
25/03/2014
01/04/2014
08/04/2014
15/04/2014
22/04/2014
29/04/2014
06/05/2014
13/05/2014
20/05/2014
27/05/2014

929
945
997
1000
957
961
959
1089
1040
1100
1104
1259
958
966
871
885
891
900
787
900
955
874
885
916
933
907
929
888
1011
917
970
923
857
1052

11/10/2013
18/10/2013
25/10/2013
01/11/2013
08/11/2013
15/11/2013
22/11/2013
29/11/2013
06/12/2013
13/12/2013
20/12/2013
27/12/2013
03/01/2014
10/01/2014
17/01/2014
24/01/2014
31/01/2014
07/02/2014
14/02/2014
21/02/2014
28/02/2014
07/03/2014
14/03/2014
21/03/2014
28/03/2014
04/04/2014
11/04/2014
18/04/2014
25/04/2014
02/05/2014
09/05/2014
16/05/2014
23/05/2014
30/05/2014

1019
1082
1026
1033
986
1057
1130
1193
1181
1155
1282
1134
942
994
1004
977
949
1044
1037
1018
1063
1020
1024
1105
1130
911
995
297
963
1168
995
1054
1041
1102

12/10/2013
19/10/2013
26/10/2013
02/11/2013
09/11/2013
16/11/2013
23/11/2013
30/11/2013
07/12/2013
14/12/2013
21/12/2013
28/12/2013
04/01/2014
11/01/2014
18/01/2014
25/01/2014
01/02/2014
08/02/2014
15/02/2014
22/02/2014
01/03/2014
08/03/2014
15/03/2014
22/03/2014
29/03/2014
05/04/2014
12/04/2014
19/04/2014
26/04/2014
03/05/2014
10/05/2014
17/05/2014
24/05/2014
31/05/2014

1038
1000
1020
1091
1093
1043
1071
1192
1212
405
294
954
1006
1039
1172
1065
1158
1107
987
992
1078
977
975
1010
1244
1029
939
807
1006
1158
1056
918
950
1053

Annual Ticket Sales
Beecroft Road
Year
2013/14
2012/13
2011/12
2010/11
2009/10

Tickets
291,954
297,508
334,115
344,134
327,278

Avon Road

Backcrofts

Tickets
53,297
55,625
68,678
73,354
71,360

Tickets
90,703
87,574
93,840
90,576
94,555
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Beecroft Road Car Park Ticket Sales
Note 1:
Note 2:

the percentage figures I columns B and C are in comparison to the same week of the previous year
the busiest day refers to the busiest day of that week out of Tues, Fri and Sat

Friday
Average 3.6% down on previous year
Tuesday Average 3.9% down on previous year
Saturday Average 4.3% down on previous year

Friday
% UP
w/c
26.11.13
03.12.13
10.12.13
17.12.13
24.12.13
31.12.13
07.01.14
14.01.14
21.01.14
28.01.14
04.02.14
11.02.14
18.02.14
25.02.14
04.03.14
11.03.14
18.03.14
25.03.14
01.04.14
08.14.14
15.04.14
22.04.14

% DOWN Notes
1.4

Tuesday
% UP
% DOWN Notes
5.3

1.3
2.1

1.7
10.6

4.5

80.6
5.1

2
Xmas Day 2012
NY Day 2013

9.9
15.2

2.3
17.3
11.5

1.5
poor weather in 2013?

7.8
27.6

10
1.6
0.3

10.7

59.2
1.9
1.5

3.2

2.2
11.4
3
poor weather in 2013?
Good Friday in 2013
15
11
71 Good Friday in 2014
13.7

1.6

poor weather in 2013?

2
21.4
1.96
1.4
12.5
6.1
10.3
4.8
20.9
5.4
10.7

1.3

Notes

0.25
1.8

5.1
0.8
6.3

41.6
70

Saturday
% UP
% DOWN

0.2
0.8
8.3
28
11
63
7.6

poor weather in 2013?
0.1
6.4
20
10.1
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29.04.14
06.05.14
13.05.14
20.05.14
27.05.14

6

8.6
4.72
7
2.39

9.9
0.19
3.36
7.4

13.3

10.2
3.6
12.1
2.4
5.3
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Cannock Town Centre Strategy Study: Review of Friday Street Market
Prepared For:

Cannock Chase District Council

Prepared by:

Mike Evans, The Retail Group

Date:

11June 2014

1

Introduction and Scope of Summary Report

1.1

The Retail Group has recently completed a detailed review of Cannock Town Centre, its offer and the
appeal to the various customer groups. This review has culminated in producing a future target tenant
strategy for the town centre, which is, in turn, forming direction to the leading property specialists GVA
and their recommendations for how the town’s retail offer may be improved and developed.

1.2

As part of the detailed town centre study we have also looked at the town’s existing Indoor Market and
the current Friday Street Market.

1.3

In 2008/2009 The Retail Group conducted a detailed study focused on the Indoor Market, identifying
both long term development opportunities and short term tactical initiatives.

1.4

The Retail Group is considered to be the leading independent markets industry consultancy and
advisor. At the time of drafting this summary report we are working on the following market projects;
Oxford Covered Market, Rotherham Market, Petticoat Lane Market, Camden Markets, Leather Lane
Market and the NMTF First Pitch initiative. We remain closely aligned with the NMTF and also regularly
attend the APPMG providing industry insight to the government.

1.5

In completing this summary report we have completed the following areas of research;
– Review of the Friday Street Market
– Review of the Indoor Market
– Review of the 2009 Markets Study
– Survey of 25 town centre retailers
– Survey of 300 town centre shoppers.

1.6

The following sections report the findings and conclusions of this summary report.

2

Friday Street Market Review

2.1

The Friday Street Market has been operating for the last six months; commencing in November 2013
and operating until the end of May 2014. The market is operated by a specialist market operator on
behalf of the Council.

2.2

The market extends from Market Square along Market Hall Street and culminates in the small square
outside the Forum Centre. Market Hall Street accommodates many of the town centre’s national
multiple retailers.

2.3

There are circa 40 stalls trading on the Friday Street Market, on the days of the review over 30 different
product categories were available, many categories have only one stall on show. Products ranged from
ladieswear and footwear to flowers, chutneys and cider.

2.4

Traders included regular market professionals as well as more ‘artisan’ home producers and even
charity stalls. The traders were actively engaging with customers, benefiting from the good levels of
passing footfall. A number of food traders sell out by the end of trading.
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2

Friday Street Market Review contd.

2.5

The market feels busy and active; the stalls do not interfere with shop fronts and are spaced out to allow
easy access between shops on either side of Market Hall Street. The stalls on Market Square are large
and actively help to populate the square, bringing the widely dispersed retail offer and shops closer
together. The market is visible and impactful; it offers easy access to shoppers.

2.6

The majority of traders are making a positive effort to present their products in a simple but appealing
manner. This is helped by the contemporary gazebo and pop up stalls used.

2.7

The market does suffer from lack of branding / signage and it does not ‘connect’ to the indoor market
either physically or virtually through signage.

2.8

The visual observation is that the market appears to be popular with shoppers and is busy.

3

Indoor Market Review

3.1

The indoor market is located just off the top of Market Hall Street. The ‘entrance’ is opposite the
entrance to Cannock Shopping Centre and the new (successful) Costa Coffee outlet. The market also
benefits from being close to the main multi-storey car park.

3.2

The market is accessed through a very small entrance, particularly given the size and range of the offer
inside. Unfortunately the entrance area is marred by the proliferation of signage, promotional activity, Aboards, etc. The lack of co-ordination and the poor use of the available space combine to minimise the
external impact rather than maximise it. In short external impact is poor, access is difficult and overall
appeal is poor. All of the above negative factors are as reported in the 2009 report.

3.3

The indoor market houses circa 60 stalls although with some traders having double units there are
closer to 45 traders trading (based on the layout plan provided). Whilst the market is well let and
occupied; on the days of the reviews, a small number of stalls appeared closed or vacant. The
adjoining empty shop units create the appearance of vacant units. These do provide an opportunity to
promote the market and its offer, as they have windows to shoppers on the square outside the Forum.

3.4

The mix and offer are varied and diverse when considered at the detail level. At the category level there
are 19 home related stalls, 10 clothing and apparel, 8 convenience and 5 service providers. This key
message and selling point for the Indoor Market is not visible outside of the market or even internally.

3.5

Many stalls appear to have changed little over the 5-6 years since our previous report, indeed many of
the issues identified in the study were identified in 2008/9.

3.6

Internally the environment is poor, providing a dark and cramped shopping environment. This applies to
the common areas with inadequate lighting and a poor atmosphere; however it also applies to many
stalls, where product and presentation standards are not strong enough. The individual and collective
appeal and temptation at the trader level needs to improve.

3.7

In 2009 we identified the following weaknesses; those shown in bold continue to apply today.
– Poor retail standards
– Limited catering offer
– Poor lighting levels
– Dated stalls and equipment
– Lack of atmosphere
– Uninviting entrances
– Limited choice and variety
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3

Indoor Market Review contd.
–
–
–

No directional signage
Limited services offer
Limited retail theatre.

3.8

In addition the recent review identified, limited trader interaction, perceived vacant / closed units
(particularly given the active Street Market) and poor promotional activity as being also failings in the
current Indoor Market.

3.9

In short the Indoor Market has stood still since the 2009 study, which had already identified a number of
areas to improve. The Indoor Market is currently doing a poor job of attracting footfall and rewarding
those shoppers that venture into it.

4

Retailer Feedback

4.1

As part of the current study we surveyed 24 retailers in Cannock Town Centre on their views about the
town centre and its future outlook. Surveys were handed to Store Managers and collected the same
day. Respondents included multiples and independents and traded in all main parts of the town centre.

4.2

In amongst 10 core questions and many sub-questions we were able to ask the retailers views as to the
effect / benefit / impact of the Friday Street Market. The majority of the survey was not about the Friday
Street Market.

4.3

16 of the 24 respondents felt that the Friday Street Market was a benefit to the town centre either
through generating more visits or new shoppers. Only two said that it had caused harm or reduced
trade.

4.4

‘Effect on Friday’s business’ was a mixed response. Most (11) said that Fridays were the same, 9 felt
Fridays were busier and only three that Fridays were quieter (there was one ‘no response’).

4.5

The open-ended comments were in the main positive; along the lines of;
–
–
–
–
–

“Good sales driver”
“Trade busier”
“More and new people”
“It’s pretty but doesn’t help our business”
“More shoppers on High Street, but not in here”.

The two negative comments related to; “selling what we do” and “why on a Friday?”
4.6

We did not survey the Indoor Market traders.

4.7

In the round the town’s retailers see the Friday Street Market as a positive for the town, at worst it is
neutral. It does not have a negative impact on the retail offer.

5

Shopper Survey

5.1

In order to understand the customer views, opinions and usage factor, we conducted a survey of
shoppers in the town on a Friday, when the street market was trading.

5.2

In order to conduct a cost effective survey and to produce a robust dataset we limited the survey to six
questions and a target of 300 shoppers.

5.3

The findings are reported below and provide a clear picture of shopping habits.
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5

Shopper Survey contd.

5.4

Friday Street Market Usage; 82% of shoppers use the market regularly; (51%) / occasionally (31%),
10% used it once and 8% never use it.

5.5

The graph below shows what shoppers think of the Friday Street Market.

–
–
–
–
–

76% like the Friday Street Market
59% think it has a good range of stalls
49% think it offers something new
44% think it is good quality
27% come to Cannock because of it.

Negative comments are expressed by less than 5% of shoppers.
5.6

Use of the Indoor Market; 74% of shoppers use the Indoor Market. 39% use it occasionally, 35% use it
regularly and 22% never use it (this is similar to the 2009 study where circa 25% never visit).
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5
5.7

Shopper Survey contd.
Use of the Indoor Market since the Friday Street Market.

–
–
–
5.8

6

Over two thirds of shoppers say that their usage has stayed the same.
18% of responses are ‘not applicable’ as they don’t use the indoor market.
10% are visiting the market less and 4% visit it more.

Would you like the Friday Street Market to stay? Overwhelmingly 84% of shoppers said ‘yes, keep the
market’, 11% don’t mind or don’t have an opinion and only 5% said ‘no, don’t keep the market’.
Summary and Conclusions

6.1

Is the Friday Street Market an asset for Cannock Town Centre? The short answer is ‘yes’; customers
like it, they use it regularly, they are even coming to Cannock because of it.

6.2

Customers would overwhelmingly like the Friday Street Market to continue to trade in the town centre,
they like the range of stalls, the variety, new products and the quality.

6.3

Retailers on balance see the Friday Street Market as a benefit to the town, with more visits and more
customers coming into the town centre.

6.4

Is the Friday Street Market negatively impacting on the indoor market? The greatest impact of the
Friday Street Market on the Indoor Market is that it serves to highlight the weaknesses and issues of the
current Indoor Market offer.

6.5

The Friday Street Market is vibrant, active, contemporary, engaging with shoppers, has a convenience
and food bias. The Indoor Market is not any of the above.

6.6

The Indoor Market is suffering a (reported and anecdotally) decline in performance due to its disconnect
with the Cannock shopper base. The previous study identified that only half of Cannock shoppers used
the market regularly; this remains the case. Circa 25% still do not ever use the Indoor Market.

6.7

The Indoor Market feels ‘inward looking’, traders do not appear to have embraced the Friday Street
Market; they are not using the Friday Street Market as a ‘window’ opportunity.
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6

Summary and Conclusions contd.

6.8

It is likely that the Friday Street Market is having a revenue impact on the Indoor Market; however the
indoor traders are not seizing the opportunity to attract more of the growing Cannock ‘market shoppers’
into their Indoor Market area.

6.9

Equally the Friday Street Market could be more proactively driving customers into the Indoor Market
through organised routing, signage and co-ordinated promotional activity. Both markets could prosper
through a collective approach.

6.10

The key to improving the performance of the Indoor Market is not in preventing or ceasing the Friday
Street Market. It is in improving the customer appeal and shopper experience of the Indoor Market.
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Review of the Open Air Market
History of Bescot Promotions
Bescot promotions are an established market operating company with over 40 years
experience running indoor and outdoor markets. Over the years we have run general
markets, arts and crafts, farmers and specialist markets throughout the West Midlands
operating 7 days a week.
We are probably best known for the now Famous Bescot Stadium Sunday Market held each
week at Bank's Stadium, Walsall Football Club. With over 200 stalls a week and an average
of 20,000 visitors a week it is recognised as one of the best general markets in the Midlands
with visitors coming from over 60 miles away for a great day out.
This is a family run business with Stephen and Sandra the husband and wife directors with a
number of the children also being involved so that in the future they can take over the reins
for another generation.

Cannock Chase District Council Objectives
Initially we approached Cannock Chase District council to discuss the viability of an open air
market in the town. Cannock was one of a number of large town centre sites we were
looking at to expand into over the next 12 months. It appealed to us as we couldn't
understand why Cannock didn't have a vibrant market given the size of the town and the
demographic of the population.
We met with a number of the Regeneration team to look at ways of increasing footfall into
the town centre and improving trading conditions for existing and new retailers and making
the retail therapy experience better for the local population of the hinterland.
Initially the council were looking for:Increased footfall
Greater variety of goods sold
50% of Traditional/Farmers/ Craft and 50% general
Positive responses from the general public
A market with a clear identity that is professional run.
Based on that "road map" Bescot was given an initial trail period of 6 months and the market
officially started on 27th November 2013, two weeks after they were given the green light.

The first three months
Partly due to the decision coming so late into November most of our established traders had
secured market sites with other organisations so as to secure pitches for the run into
Christmas. This meant that traders we had already "earmarked" said they would only move
to Cannock in the New Year so we started smaller than we had anticipated and with more
emphasis on general traders than we would have liked.
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That said the general public of Cannock voted with their feet and we noticed almost
immediately an increase in footfall on a Friday and very quickly the new market traders were
getting "regular customers" who were coming back into Cannock to shop on a Friday who
had previously stayed away and over the first few winter months word of mouth helped the
market grow.

Position Now
Over the last three months we have been able to bring quality traders from some of the most
established markets in the Midlands, like Ludlow, Bridgnorth, Dawley and Donnington to
Cannock as the town's reputation for a wonderful atmosphere, public who will buy and
number of visitor's increases each week.
We are moving towards the 50/50% split of specialist and general traders and whilst this has
not been achieved the feedback we are getting from the town residents is that they like the
additional range of traders and don't want to see the market closed down.
Whether we are speaking to outdoor market stall traders or the general public everyone
agrees that Cannock town centre is busier on a Friday, there is a real buzz and a great
atmosphere. Traders are confirming that they are building up regular clientele and the public
like the market banter which a lot of the stall holders offer.
If there have been problems that the council have raised these have been dealt with
immediately and we have never needed to be reminded as we take our management of the
site very seriously. The market has already created a clear identity with our gold and green
skirts and covers and most of the objectives set out at our very first meeting have already
been achieved and we now wish to build on this going forward. It would seem a great shame
if after all the hard work that had been put in to date the Cabinet now decided to call time on
what has been a great initiative .

Obstacles to Growth
I really don't understand the level of feeling from about 10 traders within the indoor market
who have been running a press and public campaign against the outdoor market for the last
three months. We have included the indoor market on all of our advertising, have bought
signage that draws people towards their entrance, and have put some of our best market
traders near their entrance to encourage the people of Cannock to step inside. Bar holding
their hand and taking them in we can't be any more supportive of the indoor market.
As a council you have supported this by inviting indoor traders to have a "free" stall outside
as effectively a second business and we have helped and supported those that have taken
this up.
They say time is a great healer and interestingly one of our strongest opponents the Polish
Deli has now taken a stall outside. Initially he was quoted in the Express and Star saying that
the outdoor market in his words "was a shambles" but now he sees the benefit of expanding
his business.
The fruit and vegetable trader opposite to the new Indoor market entrance, has also asked if
he can join the outdoor market and as soon as our existing green grocer moves on we would
want to offer this to him. As we have said from the outset we see the bigger picture of a
"joint" approach, marketing this as a Market town and making Friday a special day to come
to Cannock. Hopefully the other indoor traders will start to see the commercial and marketing
benefit of both markets working together.
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The uncertainty of the trail period is also an obstacle as we have a number of traders who
would like to move to Cannock as the feedback around the markets is that Cannock is the
one to be at, but in all honesty we can't get them to give up their existing sites at other
markets, move to Cannock for the market to close in a matter of weeks.
These people all run businesses and it would be morally wrong to mislead them at this
stage. So we are between a rock and a hard place as we have new traders we would like to
bring but until the sword of Damocles' is removed we cannot encourage them to move
pitches to Cannock

Feedback from the People of Cannock
I am aware that the council have undertaken their own market research but may not be
aware that recently Connect Cannock.co.uk the local Hyperlink news paper also asked the
general public whether Cannock should have an indoor and outdoor market following the
campaign/petition organised by the indoor market.
So far there have been five pages of responses which I am attaching as an appendix and all
are in favour of the outdoor market and unfortunately most are not positive towards the
indoor market.
Clearly the traders in the indoor market need to be aware of the comments and collectively
they could do something about it and change the public's perception.
Some of the constructive comments
" Both healthy competition and if customers were 100% happy with price and quality they
wouldn't choose to spend their money elsewhere.....I personally think the outdoor market
adds some vibrancy to the town and improves the overall offer to residents of Cannock"
"Went round the outdoor market today. Lovely atmosphere and made Cannock feel like a
thriving bustling little town. More please"
"I never go in the indoor market but I love the new outdoor market
"Personally I think it made Cannock busier on a Friday!"
The full comments are attached but all follow the same theme

What we can do together going forward
Bescot Promotions have already supported the council with a Christmas festival day on the
last Friday before Christmas. If we know we are going to be able to continue and grow the
market we would like to expand this with choir concerts in the Market Square and encourage
some of the schools to bring their school choirs down for a musical competition to find the
best choir in Cannock. If we have enough time this could be a great Christmas event
Bescot in association with the council organised the Easter Art competition with most of the
day nurseries and schools up to senior level taking part. The response was far higher than
expected and the art work was exhibited in the town which again increased footfall into the
centre. If the market is put onto a more permanent footing, then we would like to plan
another art competition either around Bonfire Night or Christmas.

ITEM NO. 24.35
We were looking to bring a fairground feel to the August Bank Holiday market with fairground
rides, bouncy castles face painters etc. We can't book these acts as we are awaiting your
response but if time permits then this is or our radar of events to support the town.
If we can look at annual review or bi annual review we can then have some security for the
traders and also our own business if we knew we were part of your longer term plans we
would like to invest our company money into the town with the following
1) Liveried Canopies going all the way up Market Hall Street incorporating signage drawing
people to the indoor market. It would brighten up the street, add further professionalism to
the market and could be incorporated into tourist literature making the Friday indoor and
outdoor market a major weekly event which other events can be built around
2) the bandstand at the far end of Market square should be a major feature and whilst set on
a slope we think we could built market stalls that could fit around the bandstand again in our
livery where we could add some smaller artisan stalls to create a small craft section to the
market but at discounted prices to help new young business get established in Cannock. We
would want to work with your local Chamber of Commerce and business partners to again
help support businesses in the town.
3) We would like to run a 12 week advertising campaign on Cannock Free radio advertising
both indoor and outdoor markets on a Friday. Our market research is that people still don't
realise how big both markets now are and still head towards Stafford, Shrewsbury or Telford
to spend their money rather than Cannock. We are happy to pay for this but again this is
dependent on our having sufficient time to recoup the money invested

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Support of the Council
Fresh seasonal products on offer
Solid support from Cannock residents
Good competition on prices which is good for consumer
Well marketed and growing reputation
Clear identity
Joint ventures with the cafes and restaurants
Develop the Market theme through tourist information, make Friday a feature
Build on the historic market history of Cannock
Develop relationships with the schools and local businesses
Continued investment in market

Weaknesses
Stall holders not aware of amount of time invested by Council and Bescot
Still not enough traditional and craft stalls
Still not enough Cannock market traders involved
Protests from a few indoor traders
Still need to do more to bring in younger people

ITEM NO. 24.36
Still need to raise awareness of the market with larger advertising budget
Without the market what will the town look like, don't lose your identity
Not enough involvement with other organisations like the theatre

Opportunities
The people of Cannock want more stalls
If we have a longer mandate we can bring a wider range of products to the town
Possibly introducing a school garden produce stall
Themed events
Funfair and rides to bring in the younger people
More Community activities
More joint ventures with the council
Making the bandstand area a craft/artisan zone
Reduced car parking fees on Friday market day
Indoor market work with us on marketing initiatives
Run a weekly competition to those who visit both indoor and outdoor markets

Threats
Continued bad publicity from indoor market and local press
Downturn in economy
Quality of stalls drops
Change in regulations/ tightening of food sales
Competition from other towns looking to set up markets
Reducing advertising and marketing

Summary
So in summary have we achieved all the goals set out six months ago? If I'm being honest
then probably not. But on a scorecard of work in progress I think it would look like this
Increased footfall
Greater variety of goods sold
50% of Traditional/Farmers/ Craft and 50% general
Positive responses from the general public
A market with a clear identity that is professional run.

Achieved
Achieved
Not there yet
Achieved
Achieved

I look at the market now after 6 months and I see the town centre alive on a Friday, people
coming back to the town to shop, there is a buzz in the town with people bumping into work
colleagues, neighbours or friends that wasn't there before the Friday outdoor market.
My concern is what will Cannock look like if you decide to finish the trail. How will you get the
general public to return to the town, what are you going to offer as an alternative.
I understand the concerns of the indoor market but this must be about the re-generation of a
town not just the indoor market and this project should be built upon rather than closed down

